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Introduction
Let us define a discourse as the aggregate of actualized connections to reality and consider the process taking place inside its axiological component. As it is known, concepts of reality and values themselves are ephemeral. The things that were sacred for majority yesterday seem to be trivial today. To European civilization, the Christian commandments have remained the most durable for a long time despite the test of time, e.g. "the refugee crisis" that caused confusion within the EC.
The decision by Angela Merkel, a member of Christian Democratic Party of Germany, to invite a million of refugees to the country, that seemed premature and unexpected-did it shatter Europeans' confidence in consistency of traditional virtues? Certainly, the German Chancellor was pushed towards that act by necessity to solve economic, social, and political issues faced by the country. However, "invasion" instead of disciplined emigration in German tradition allows assuming that this decision was determined not only by the course of history that declared Germans guilty. Getting to the worldview structure 1 , one can see that this decision, most D   TRADITIONAL VIRTUES SEMANTIC IMPLICATION   227 probably, has originated from the worldview religious level (society consciousness), the level that is responsible for emotions and assessment of moral condition and actions of individuals or environment. Thence there is a wish to act in accordance with Christian nurture i.e. to wash away the ancestors' guilt, to help the destitute in defending the suffered, etc. Undoubtedly, such action of the political leader to Europe which first passed a way of "God-deprivation" 2 that "does not exclude religious commitment; on the contrary, thanks to her, attitude towards gods for the first time becomes a religious experience" 3 -seemed not only normal but the only one possible. Responding to the German leader's call, the Europeans prepared for refugee admission: they provided meals, rendered medical care to diseased, brought warm clothes and food, vacated trains and buses for them… until the unavoidable culture clash happened. Regardless of what this crisis results in, the Europeans have faced a problem of "what's next?" What "old" and "new" inhabitants of the Old World may count upon? Is the commandment Love Thy Neighbor as Thyself still valid for contemporary efficient population? For the future generations, for those who have built the new values structure by desemantizing the old one. The purpose of our research has been to detect evidence of desemantization of the commandment Love Thy Neighbor as Thyself in Slavic languages and the native language speakers' perception.
The semantic and style method used for processing the questionnaire data includes statistical and comparative analyses.
The desemantization (Latin prefix de-means removal; Greek sћmantikos means having significance) is the process of losing the word meaning.
Without a doubt, idiomatic phraseological unit semantics is not the sum of separate word meanings. However, one of the monotheistic world's traditional values expressed by the phraseological unit Love Thy Neighbor as Thyself (Leviticus, 19:18) is not an idiom and its semantics is derived as a sum of component meanings.
As it is known, a personality is formed mostly by his/her family; moreover, a young person between ages of 10 and 13-when it comes time to have an independent opinion-becomes a translator of values acknowledged by his/her parents and closer family members and formed in school. The growing person "follows carefully everything that is disapproved or approved. …actions on demand are approved, but in case the others dislike them, the person is made to correct his actions by observing the others" 4 .
Neurophysiologic research results indicate that the human brain completes its development by age of 20-22, and only then, it is possible to speak of e.g. responsibility for the said words 5 . Answers to our questionnaire correlate to opinion by certain part of population of Russia, Slovenia, and Slovakia. All three countries are Christian. Slovenia and Slovakia are populated with Catholics mostly, and Russia with Orthodox Christians, although most of the population is still unchurched. However, churched citizens may be considered virtually Christian religiose in orthodox way. To the question Who can you call your neighbor? Slovenians named their family members and relatives (64% respondents), friends and those who are close to me (27% respondents); everyone (18%). Slovak schoolchildren rather repeated the same answers: family was chosen by large majority (73%); and classmates (23%). Some Slovaks mentioned God as their neighbor (13%), that Slovenians failed to do. Since the respondents mentioned several neighbors, total sum is over 100%; friends were mentioned in 10% answers.
To Answers by Slovenian and Slovak students demonstrate no desemantization of the entire phraseological unit or its components. When discussing the commandment's essence, there is substitution of action subject for object. The Scripture says that your neighbor is not only the one who cares about you (Luke 10; 25-37), but also the one whom you should care about. The students' answers show that the former is more important than the latter. Schoolchildren are sure that to make humankind to feel like a monolithic society it is necessary for people to get closer, be friends, know each other better, do good to each other; but the other should also protect, help, play (that means "to be a friend"), care, be close, and love. Many pollees are not prevented from acceptance another for his/her neighbor at all, but it has to be a Christian. Some isolate answers indicate TRADITIONAL VIRTUES SEMANTIC IMPLICATION 231 seedlings of nationalism. Slovenian and Slovak students both have refused to include in number of neighbors the representatives of other ethnicities: Gypsies (classmates), Japanese (they are too far away), and Chinese (noexplanation).
Functioning of Phraseological Unit "Love Thy Neighbor as Thyself" in Russian Language
Without a doubt, the "God-deprivation" process goes on with variable success. Science and modern technologies on the move greatly facilitate it. For example, our study has demonstrated that in Russian mega-metropolis, despite the introduction of mandatory school course "Basic principles of religious culture and secular ethics", over than half of the respondents are not familiar with the commandment in question, whereas in the provincial Slovak town all students know the commandment and specify when they have gotten familiar with it: during preparation for the First Communion. In more educated Slovenia 11 , where we questioned students from the capital city and provincials both, there was received only one negative answer to the question Are you familiar with the commandment?; but answers by other respondents (3 students of 6th grade) make clear that Yes answer does not always reflect the real situation. In some cases, the pollees know the commandment itself, but they never bothered about it. Of Russian high-school students, 87 persons participated in the study: 59 fourth-graders and 28 fifth-graders. 57.5% Russian schoolchildren are not familiar with the commandment "Love Thy Neighbor as Thyself", and 42.5% are familiar, accordingly.
For this reason we have divided the pollees' answers into YES-group (those who are familiar with the commandment) and NO-group (those who are not) to make assessment if the results demonstrated by secular-educated children differ from those by children brought up as a Christian.
First question, How do you understand the word "love"? In YES-group, the verb "love" was the most widely used and variably presented in 43% answers; respect, 17%; to accept the person, his/her point of view, etc., 14%; to be friends, 34%; family relations, treat as yourself, good fellowship, equal attitude to all people, 18% total. Single answers: commence listening.
In NO-group, the answers were as follows: answers including the name "love" amount to 52%; to catch fancy, friendship, 6% each. Single answers include: understand, get to know. The obtained results are tabulated below. Answering first and second questions both, NO-group disregarded friendship. As opposed to those who are familiar with the commandment and indicate friends and friendship (37%), the pollees who answered No to the first question indicate friends only in 17% answers. In other cases results of two groups show little difference.
The question And more? was answered as follows: friends was again the most popular answer in YES-group with 37%, and in NO-group it amounts to 25%. The answers make clear that the students intuitively correctly divide neighbors into outer circle and inner circle. Relatives and acquaintances received 14% each. 5% answers mention animals and 8% pollees give no answer to this question. In NO-group leading answers are: relatives, 31%; nobody, 25%; classmates, 20%; everybody, 13%. Some of isolated answers include: teachers, coaches; those who are attached to me; God; those who are not against us; those who understands us (See Table 3 ). Pay attention here to 13% answers containing word everybody in anticipation for the next question.
Answering to the question Can we call all the people on the planet the neighbors?: agreed to include all the people, 20%; no, 70%; yes, but not all of them, 3%; yes and no, 7%.
The answer "yes and no" was accompanied with the following comments: (1) For instance, I watch the Olympics or championship and I think "We are so strong and so cool!", and it seems to me that this sportsman is kinda my relative and I know him well, and I mean a lot to him, too! However as I shut my TV off I understand that I don't know him at all, and As the table shows, answer to this question reflects expected difference between moral educations in YESand NO-groups. However, answers to the following questions differ insignificantly, so the further dividing into two groups made no sense, and we unified them.
Neighbor category should exclude: nobody, 23%; the categories excluded most frequently are scum of society, 20%; strangers, 10%; enemies, 10%. 5% answers contain ambiguous information: everybody except for… traitors / those who don't understand me / who treats be badly / everybody whom I don't love, 7% each. Of singular answers: those who invaded our country in 1941 / foreigners who are different from us / those whom I don't live with / mother (obviously, this is due to in-family problems: adopted children, family violence, etc.).
Most of the pollees understand that to make a person your neighbor it needs: to make friends with him/her (26%); to get to know another and to win confidence, 10% each; consensus / to get through hard times together / intercommunication, 8% each; confidence and to prove that I'm worthy of friendship, 7% each. However, there are some answers that shift the responsibility for getting closer entirely to other shoulders: to change the other's temper/behavior, 5%; he has to do something for me, 5%; he has to be liked by me / he has to become my own one / the person has to change, 7% each. Of singular answers worth mentioning: good deeds; equality; to make friends with me. Note that Russian schoolchildren have given more answers where responsibility for actions is undertaken by respondent than Slovenians and Slovaks, yet it is obvious that here again subject to object relationship leaves much to be desired.
Acceptance 
Conclusion
The conducted research allows for the following results:  Neither of the polled groups has demonstrated desemantization of main idea of biblical commandment "Love Thy Neighbor as Thyself";  Slovenian, Slovak, and Russian schoolchildren understand words "love" and "neighbor" in full compliance with basic ideas of Catholic and Orthodox churches and secular society brought up within European civilization;  Secular education with addition of course in "Basic principles of religious culture and secular ethics" allows thinking over essential questions of life without emasculating moral bearings.
What is going to happen to Europe, Russia, and world tomorrow? How this violent start of the century is going to end? We can be sure that next generations aim at friendship, mutual understanding, are ready to learn of each other, understand, and accept. Let us give them that chance!
